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1

      rainbow

    pride against
 the

  die before they
 print it again;

 another dog
 to make fast to.

       o

her bump
sir slumpp
the Lump
a Dump

       man

HE KLIPPED AND STOOP BAD
 IN PORKER SAND,
IN PARIS, AMERICA— PISSING
 HIS FAD LIP AND
  CORKING THE SPORTS
     IN LOOP LAND.



2

      kory

I woe
 potent lo I O,
 I blue you lo
blow forry worry I,
 ferry lo.

O I grin true,
 I sonata lo
 lo worry O I,
 O I pata-pat,
I so, so, sorry lo.

      untitled

 whip one word, fly line.
hive gate leaning, what do sign mean?
ripe sighs fine, five do bait whore. 
 mix door knife, four run, do seen,
 trait stripe, one try been do tricks,
 keen store do six sun wife, mine die.
sure, do fun do, sixteen fine, fate.
 do seen do core pipe +
   hate do eight fine pun lie
 do fine nine lord. 



3

      the first woman

              pass
               fresh the notice
                train her gap
                 path she fail

          grass
cried salt water drip wide
           strip
                   take she stale

                     secure mass,
            she the girl inside,
        clap lip.
           forget her and rail.

                       narrow last
                     her loafs tide
                 last bridge cap
              and best she sail.



4

    
  sex

bent wet cream white grip
head slide Hoist set light
lip met Bed inside butter bite

night been right wide red came scent

fight tide moist Dream light
drip jet hard abide same soft
Tip seem sight Hide flame

      night

person do
me clan true
Moon drifting
tree Lifting fold
does blue Dark I
force be waiting knew
stairs Drifting
flew Flame she was
walking I through
old Hands paint cold
I make Quiet see



5

      lake

“pass the milk,” he stood on icy mountains
and drank flower wine life, the blue
  band horn sky
 loose & free, and waves of pink
grass, the elk fresh sand water
 starts mist and dew, snow green
silk warm and running through the wood
 trunks, linking land trees
and dry coffee, laughter moose in the pines
blowing Hawks, why morning
 arm seen sun?

      memories

forgot my lost stare,
Empty & fare, it cost
A memory, swallowed

      pincher creek

  like sun shoots
    trees light the bend.
  fountains sailing,
       wind none. Rocks
  parting my breeze
boat socks singing 
mountain crowds. 



6

      grain

 pain,
 gain,
 rain.

      heooh shcool

   SPOOL OF TIME
  IN THAILAND SKOOWL
  I’M TOUGH, SORRY
Twas a FOTO TRIP
in the FORTYS, TAME
                SKOOL

      manner

Oranges
& blueberries,
& gray apples.

peas yellow
& red.



7

     

      the circles

the prospect was
some sideways are on …
on the motorway,
but the circle made
my fine linen trousers,
and on the subway.

      boat

fools eat toast, black throat
boast, seat door note
sting black tool sack,
meat song crack wing
limb rack long brown feet
rule pour trim
gong beat ring eat goat.



8

      fall

Sung the shorts and line bench
whale cook the rod sin & mural
sign, arch & small and stall
gun hurl pole pine book
strength the girl grin fall & ale
look start hook sports the fun
sale the young forts & nine
one & ball length give the dale
pearl & the child courts & none
fail & tall & run the lense
thin five & trail

      mother

I went
fent
bent
& sent
my mother
a letter,
a letter
in debt her
beside her



9

      thanks

CIGAR PLACE
CORN GRACE
   FACE DRIP
THUG DANCE CAP
   TRACE CLIP
  CODE

      harbor

We nod,
“House BAY,”
me Lord.

Tragedy Port.
Fog Report.
We shout?
Fort, fog tree
le snout le hog,
see?



10

      blue

the bats and coke
will hook
meth nails you bend & joke, & shake
  the fag bone,
 the sake fill, cats do,

fools in the sand moan,
  and gag stone.
 land’s end, drill awake
  and sag lone
     the breath
soaks spiders blue

I fought the spill,
I bake fat red ants and
 the phone as
 gales pot the
   cake.



11

      show stall (below)

  sky,
       snow side.
     pride alone I know;
   never sell,
   glow.

        die, fall,
     flow.
     fly
     broke
     below.

      welding group

 building
 blocks,
 stone smell,
    hair filled
 tinsel soup
 tall skin,
      bone stairs,
 shadow shocks. 



12

      peak

that creek, chosen.
 sky glowing Clear
 forest sloping stars
 lake snow moon
frozen fog.
     cheer, flowing,
mountain in the field, flat.

      ship

come gain, & ice the bend, the sludge,
the cold, and nice, the edge.
blow and snow, call Candy.
  send the nice 
 bum mud, the stain, flip
 and fold the potter, go.
nice the Alpine fudge,
find rain & brandy and
gum, dip some,
sandy & pain rum
  the waterfall & hedge & show
  & nice ship come. 



13

      untitled

LOVE DEATH
FAKE DONT
THE BLACK BOAT
  CRUEL
   HARD-ASTORIA
  LEVEL HELL
PARADISE is SICK

      man

grass wire, glare wars,
boats falling the chair.
stair tires, & sparse, rolling
where class base and sunfire,
boiling higher, rising hair
on mars, & brass, the 
gun, & the prior pass notes. 

grass fallen, the blame
mother’s skin & sun
aim gun sliding
one riding sand frame.



14

      play dead

famine alive
 Drop go stay
day draft anon
real loops.
 no way
      gay cannon go
 frozen tray

      untitled

hand gone passive,
   what easy ripple no man
and and rubber band, why
stand yes glass ad caustic fake?
breezy and non-false what massive
ran yes simple sad, why? cheesy,
and plan what plastic pimple no icy
bike had what bland yes.



15

      louise

styled of the tired beach,
of the never married hide,
bite of the faith coming, & happening
& crying forever. 
sister always came.
go, bath wide, 
nothing awake, & brother wild. 

      hell hahaha

accord do cone planned,
do sly bell mean afford do.
crippled, stand by
cry cama do. health,
horde, coma-capital,
 do read.

      so

stie Hold, 
bold sign.
frie

passages,



16

      untitled

   DRAIN
PLANT WATER
  PLANT

      my photograph

claw cry buy boat bow
slow why draw my knife
note tie sly float log
dry life try my draft
wrote law fly fog staff
wife my photograph glow

      blak

great space, 
green,
   partial known.

man red.



17

     

      doctor

the lemon and the falling
morn, and the sift, and the tried
confide the harrow & enjoy, and shamon
the born seven bread and slide
the sugar, & employ, and worn
propose sorrow, lift side & corn.
go instead, spread lies & destroy
the shame, and wide and Heaven
died, and the hame forty
snow borrow shame leaven throw. 
dance the gift and stance wide
flow liquid, cried the plant,
portly and horn drift the undone.

      colored days

 gambling faces
    trace
   people tread, steeple past
   rust
 plays, thunder, rambling.



18

      gull song

long shadows in the trees;
 fading dusk’s incense.
    one purple flower, elemental
flows gentle breeze’s shading
 intense sun’s sour husk.

      fourteen

yellow sun
one light six door
green track
black fellow
one true white stick

      pines

 green cape
shape lean shape
keen shape been last
  escape fast line’s tape
    drape signs seen



19

      empty sooth 

bold Alpine fox
    smooth rock gaps

  clear cold water
sober white caps

      death

death
stems from
abstract man

his weapon
is feeling
a death.

      untitled

right me, blue sky. I need hate.
now at tall tree, seen me sold,
goal me, sing, loan cold sight gap,
marking red beam deed late weed.
snap bold, why dream?
flew me telephone pole, sip night and side,
seed laugh true and old,
and ring dip glide me. 
glue me lean fight gas
to the me hold wide seem trip.



20

      wax fresh

was flaw
trend is
  does sand try
  when labias
          the Biz
    and fuzz,
    why
    there hair.

      king rieu

play the sight & blue is the
way,                        gluing run to
       knew, & sported,
the fight, & swatted                anal
       flew amass.
in wood Renan flew, “wing new,”
       retorted grass.
sun stood heedful & assorted,
fun possess drew courted ring,
“stay white” is monday,
Lenan can sing.

 knight, one thing is needful.



21

      daisy blast

wash flash
massive sacred Lazy

maybe I’m placid Crash
playing Hazy

  trash
posh naked Crazy

      unknown mate

the 
brick, problems with the gate.

early man’s Bones,
      real Late.

  a passage from my cell-phone;
       House,            fate.



22

      plan

 hard
 than
 starred
 man,
 far
 ran.



23

      hone the blade

   the
      game
is never true.

an emblem;
 stone carved;

& false
  with incense. 

      united kingdom

orange beams
   peddle
boat
flower stem
 goat
 float
  bike steam



24

      red soil

   Brown soil
   sparse crops
   Red soil
brown crops
   Black soil
   narrow crops

      home

   she’s growing
   white in hot winds
& falling, a cloud,
         white smoke, 
                      table magic, and
                      torn sister. the
   chain white, & new, the yard brother
gray soon, & folding mother,  
   ancient now, flowing, and the father gray,
   now the blowing house and mow,
   Terrible swallowed now black.



25

    

  mend

  Ra, pain was
         always sent
       on the rain

  soft, doomed.

      the water

 /was running
 out—& we ran
 the thing
                 /was a
 was a …

      run

Devil the
  friend,
level two
ending of three,
ending four. 



26

      grain

 pain,
 gain,
 rain.

      are food young

 people they plastic
 tonight portents only
 want by cash what
 corrosive street

      bread junk

monk name, attitude? pain,
lane? true game, chewed,
  portion + crew,
  blame x punk sane junk
  den? name, glued, onion
  flew, solid, & the chair sunk.



27

      calling

 false retire
 clad good,
   aspire.
 Bad naked.

      candle

White through
        light flowing
          horseshoe,
      flowing, knowing.

      edith

the storage mountains are mute,
glass lake’s wrist
flown on cloud’s path.

The lawn, purple flowers & shrub.
 light moss towers,
 spilling stone and
 taking lost mist shrouds.
 orange rubs the fountain
& shoots Dawn grass
which might still cost.



28

      a story in the stars

“its noon,” I said. “look.”
 king hate,
fight shame, stain & shove.

wane goon, phone the cars,
 worry right, book
 Flame, the wing of Fate;
main moan’s Dove.

white dead soon, Mars
 chain. Swing the cook
 game Tomorrow, Late.
the Tale is set in stone, love.

at night I blame the fight on wars
and borrow things, & gain what I took.
 the moon is red, wait,
its raining bone gloves.

      memories

forgot my lost stare,
Empty & fare, it cost
A memory, swallowed



29

      the measure

the Gold Tips,
   long mad Joy,
   sing and drink
 and Gain softly Hot
in Truly Treasure Lane.
 the Gems rang, Think,
   Hold the song & win
young Lips Gain
Lazy stems and Ruby Toys
bringing Glad pinks.

      pass

   Sail Load
The spell
   Grass
Fall
   April code
     Tall



30

      calm mood

good enclaves
  crooked palm
   bent
         wood thousands
of canoes
             Lake balm
   wind caves
         waves
     mountain alms.

      unfurl

the sand bend
soon fill
big fall
her will
band twist spend
blessed sits the girl
fanned empty small
she spill
its pig send
and wall
missed



31

      a song of fall

back she waves
to the music stones,
a lake forward free wave
bending about the stone.
wont water rides
sort me? It happens
to carry tomorrow. The tree sings,
again snow hears.
Washing, sing
& see, don’t daughter hear
by the cries?
rolling bird comes
to me. cry,
take and throw, come, 
I am short, she Hides,
she falls. 
go back and Hide.

      untitled

a dew green gust, the stone lacks ink amid
kid square. the link glass slid in the blue
dust, free of plans, it must be true,
I agree & drink afar & sink the bowl.
The web makes black old liquid
new, the glass thinks air circles control.



32

      school

Lost Ready
Goblins Hate bend
Rubber Capital Taken car
plastic Frost chilling stretch
Lady dust problem
Late broken flex
building city

      one

plaid tense phone hose
 stall lock London laid
nose blur pod talk said
  said cash cove Fence sun
rose dance call sidewalk rock
fall red mock chimneys moan
run ball prance said dose



33

     
      oath

was call philosophy
keep running both
moth not steep
caught & clothe what?
bus weather frost dabble
do must got book the
method lust clone new
bust to crane fought

      boast

 canez
soup
 post court

Featured
 Fungus
sold — sold.

      untitled

past he sat stop
   man mine stand
pine drip master
 sign at band clip
fast soon fine plan
  tree hand last
  rat slip cap



34

      goal

send Game
what poem bend
and Word third
   same manned
 the when
   Bird second
planned first

      she

no drip rain
  speed drip black
her Pain
washes the railing boldly,
  she don’t care
never fairly dripping bolts
my purple corn-wear
cornered & walking the old
pair, drip, born sold,
  why double?
hairy car moan,
my slide, and sake
her drips, yes, dancing,
she jumped, she lacked
five
drips, she never sins. 



35

      bedroom

Crimson led me
   forwards, to the
      she said
 spoken words
   Red bedstand

turn the cards
  watching the players
    soda

      bear

  lost woods
 weird ferns snake
     gray lost
     lost forest
 cry mountains moss
 black lost snap
 bearded dark blue
    lost dust owl
 obey night slink 
 whisper lost bear
  poplars howl
     lost



36

      family of elk

Trail
 midday antlers
big dry kids
  quiet fuzzy
    grass mothers
sinew tongue fur
menacing hoofs

      fireplace

   circles light the lamp and elk,
   the logs are square like the stones
and the balcony is smoked like the roof,
   orange rocks, purple & old,
the deer is cold with used horns
by the bird, the timber, & the moose. 

      taste my lips

black eye smile
fingers nose hear
  head beige eye skin
 smell yellow teeth frown
  ears skull eye
         breath
grin eye



37

      scope

the bone crow
blue my mate, the dove,
   she moaned
and meat the plain, passing wing,
  blue, spool, black,
  master what? motioning the focus
and miss running curve, the bone
   craves coma-solid
capital, the main crane
   is blue.

      weapons

magic trees, the dame
 spat her pistol,
she broken rifle ugly,
   done dale was
  red shattered sword
  she chrome pregnant,
   they forest arrows
  spears simple were
   we spade dust



38

      warp scam flower

same gain nothing
weep oil spider bloom
   orange whip
blame white drip folding
drop color
  water five butter
safe sound all of the sudden
  golden legs gone
sorrow growing swallow.

      tiger

   ZAG HOLY
DO PLAY
  SINNER
FITE DO WHAT?
   ZIG
SO.

      winter wind

 enter the cold
    snow
   winter wind
old trees blow



39

      yeing wall

prince
    Bore
     Door
 Fence
      stone
   stone

      camel toe

I ran
softly like a 
rat and
normal son,
the fellow
soot face
butter man,
the ancient pun,

fart
   mouse
       soft.






